GX3200 series common specifications
DRY-HEAD type, Safety stitch machine
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Stitch length adjustment

:

Push-button

Diﬀ. feed ratio adjustment

:

Lever with micro-adjustment

Maximum speed

:

7,000 sti/min※

Lubrication

:

Grease and automatic

GX5200 series common specifications
DRY-HEAD type, Overedger
Stitch length adjustment
Diﬀ. feed ratio adjustment
Maximum speed
Lubrication

:
:
:
:

Push-button
Lever with micro-adjustment
7,000 sti/min※
Grease and automatic

※Depends on subclasses and sewing conditions

Equipped with state-of-the-art technology
that increases production and safety
Grease lubrication
State-of-the-art grease lubrication technology
has been employed for the “needle bar
mechanism” and “upper looper mechanism”.
Refilling grease is also easy.

eco
This feature reduces oil stains on sewn products,
decreasing the use of stain remover.
The GX series is a reliable sewing machine that
creates a clean work environment and contributes
to global environmental protection.

Max speed 7,000 sti/min
A dry-head type machine reaches a maximum
machine speed of 7,000 sti/min*.
The machine that contributes to increases
in production.
*Depends on subclasses and sewing conditions
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Available for various fabrics

Close up

High quality

〈Upper position〉

The GX series sews various fabrics and sewn products,
such as knit fabrics, woven fabrics, etc., by changing
the position of the presser arm shaft. In addition, this
series includes many subclasses, responding to a wide
range of applications (some parts should be replaced).

〈Lower position〉

< Presser arm shaft at its upper position >

Achieves your own
distinctive textures

Suitable for sewing knit fabrics, denim,etc., preventing plyshift.

High quality

* Factory-set: GX5200 series, GX3200 series (only -04 type)

< Presser arm shaft at its lower position >

The GX series produces uniform, stretchable and excellent
seams, in accordance with the features of the fabric.

Suitable for sewing woven fabrics, etc., preventing puckering.
* Factory-set: GX3200 series (except -04 type)

In addition, thanks to the newly-shaped needle thread
take-up (included as standard on subclasses –M03
and –M53), properly-tightened and excellently finished
seams are achieved, with low needle thread tension.

Fine adjustments
for the presser foot lift

High quality

The presser foot can be floated slightly above the fabric

Easy-to-adjust
the presser foot pressure

Maintenance

The adjustment screw has scale marks. Readjusting
the presser foot pressure is easy by referring to the scale
marks, according to the fabric.

during sewing, in accordance with the features of the
fabric. This feature prevents seam jamming, fabric twisting
and fabric damage caused by the feed dog, producing
high quality products.

Replacing old oil is easy
Remarkable visibility

Ease of operation

Maintenance

The drain hole is positioned at the front of the oil reservoir,

Outstanding design provides sufficient space around

so there is no need to remove the machine from the machine

the operator’s hands, improving operator visibility and

table when old oil is replaced.

increasing ease of operation.

Interchangeable gauge parts
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Cost-effectiveness

Moving the machine is easy

Maintenance

The gauge parts are common between the GX series and

The arm bed has a handle. Thanks to this handle,

PEGASUS’ traditional series (EX/MX series).

replacing/reinstalling the machine is safe and smooth.

Therefore you can make effective use of these parts,

Especially when the direct drive motor is attached to the

reducing costs.

machine, this handle is very helpful.
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